Sense Accuracy and Calibration
of the PROFET™+2 12V family

About this document
Scope and purpose
This document shows how to understand, use and calibrate the devices of the PROFET™+2 12V family.
Intended audience
Engineers, hobbyists and students who want to understand powerful protected high-side switches for heating or power distribution projects.
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1 Current Sense

The PROFET™+2 12V family offers protection and diagnostic features and a very low ohmic DMOS power stage. This combination makes the PROFET™+2 12V family suitable for resistive, inductive and capacitive loads, high inrush current loads such as lamps and can replace relays, fuses and discrete circuits.

The PROFET™+2 12V family offers two variants that differ in the protection strategy mechanism. PROFET™+2 12V devices with Intelligent Restart Control have an internal counter which counts the number of fault events (up to 7). When the device latches, a reset can be applied to restart the counter. They are suitable to drive application with high inrush current such as bulbs, in which is crucial to diagnosis with good resolution the open load condition.

PROFET™+2 12V devices with Intelligent Latch have an internal latch which protects the output stage in case of a fault event. When the device latches, a reset can be applied to restart the counter. They are designed for high current application, in which it is important to monitor the load current until $I_{L(OVL),\text{max}}$.

This chapter will provide a brief introduction to the PROFET™+2 12V family diagnosis features, as open load in OFF state, open load in ON state, short circuit to battery and inverse current.

1.1 Introduction

The PROFET™+2 12V family provides as diagnostic feature an analog current sense, that can be used to:

• Monitor the application state as normal, overload, open load, short circuit to ground, short circuit to battery condition, protective switch off (thermal shutdown and overcurrent shutdown)

• Protect the load and the wiring harness

• Measure the output current for the purpose of controlling the output power

The parameter used to quantify the accuracy of the current sensing is called $k_{ILIS}$, because it is defined as the ratio between the load current $I_L$ and the sense current $I_{IS}$:

$$k_{ILIS} = \frac{I_L}{I_{IS}}$$

Equation 1

The $k_{ILIS}$ factor is specified with limits that take into account effects due to:

• Temperature

• Supply voltage

• Manufacturing process
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The block diagram, highlighting the diagnosis part for a high-side power switch is illustrated in **Figure 1**. The diagnosis circuitry is controlled by the “Diagnosis Enable” (DEN) pin: when it is set to “high”, the diagnosis is enabled.

For the new PROFET™+2 12V family additional calibration techniques are supported, whenever the overall specified sense performance does not meet the accuracy required for a particular application.

### 1.2 Current sense circuit

Ideally the analog current sense diagnosis should reflect the load current without any additional error contribution. However in reality analog current sense diagnosis do always have an inherent inaccuracy associated. In **Figure 2**, the current sense equivalent circuit is shown.
Figure 2  Current sensing circuit for a conventional high-side power switch

The following equations show the relation between $k_{ILS(\text{ideal})}$ and $k_{ILS(\text{real})}$.

If the voltage across the input pins of Op-Amp ($V_{\text{offset}}$) is not taken into account, the relation between the voltage across the MOSFET of the current mirror $V_M$, and the voltage across the power MOSFET $V_P$ will be:

$$V_M = V_P$$

Equation 2

$$I_{IS} \cdot R_M = I_L \cdot R_P$$

Equation 3

$$\frac{N_P}{R_M} = \frac{R_M}{R_P} = \frac{I}{I_{IS}} = k_{ILS(\text{ideal})}$$

Equation 4

Where $R_M$ is the ON resistance of the MOSFET of the current mirror with $N_M$ cells; $R_P$ is the ON resistance of the power MOSFET with $N_P$ dimension.

Including the Op-Amp contribution:

$$V_M \pm V_{\text{offset}} = V_P$$

Equation 5

$$I_{IS} \cdot R_M \pm V_{\text{offset}} = I_L \cdot R_P$$

Equation 6
Equation 7
\[ \frac{1}{I_L \cdot R_M \pm V_{\text{offset}}} = \frac{1}{I_{IS} \cdot R_M} \]

Equation 8
\[ \frac{I_L \cdot R_M}{I_L \cdot R_P \pm V_{\text{offset}}} = \frac{I_L}{I_{IS}} = k_{ILIS(\text{real})} \]

Equation 9
\[ k_{ILIS(\text{real})} = \frac{I_L \cdot R_M}{I_L \cdot (R_P \pm V_{\text{offset}}/I_L)} = \frac{R_M}{R_P} \cdot \frac{1}{1 \pm \frac{1}{R_P \cdot I_L}} \]

Equation 10
\[ k_{ILIS(\text{real})} = k_{ILIS(\text{ideal})} \cdot \frac{1}{1 \pm \frac{1}{V_{\text{offset}}/R_P \cdot I_L}} \]

As result of the previous equations, the relation of \( I_L \) and \( k_{ILIS} \) is plotted in Figure 3. Ideally the relationship between the sense current \( I_{IS} \) and the load current \( I_L \) is linear and their ratio is constant and equal to \( k_{ILIS(\text{ideal})} \), as the blue curve shows. When the Op-Amp is introduced, depending on its positive or negative internal offset voltage, the current sense accuracy, shown in the red curves, is deteriorated especially at lower load currents.
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1.3 Diagnosis in ON state

A current proportional to the load current (ratio \( k_{ILIS} = I_L / I_{IS} \)) is provided at pin IS when the following conditions are fulfilled:

- The power output stage is switched ON with \( V_{DS} < V_{DS(OFF)} \)
- The diagnosis is enabled (DEN level = “high”)
- No fault (overtemperature and overload condition) is present or was present and not cleared yet

\( I_{IS} \) increases linearly with \( I_L \) output current until it reaches the saturation current \( I_{IS(SAT)} \).

If the load is in underload condition (i.e. output voltage limitation condition) and the output current is higher than \( I_{L(OL)} \), \( I_{IS} \) will be \( I_{IS(EN)} < I_{IS} < I_{L(NOM)}/k_{ILIS} \), as shown in the pointed area of Figure 4 (see Chapter 1.3.1 for further details). In underload condition the device can distinguish \( I_{L(OL)min} \) from \( I_{L(OL)max} \).

If the load is in open load condition (\( I_L \) close to 0 A and \( V_{out} \) close to \( V_s \)) and the output load current is smaller than \( I_{L(OL)} \), the maximum sense current \( I_{IS(EN)} \) measurable is specified (as shown in the striped area of Figure 4). This \( I_{IS(EN)} \) value is specified in the datasheet for \( T_J \leq 85°C \) (P_9.6.0.3) and for \( T_J = 150°C \) (P_9.6.0.4).

The open load output current range is specified in the datasheet measuring the sensing current \( I_{IS} \), when it is equal to 4 μA. Assuming \( R_{SENSE} = 1.2 \, k \), \( V_{SENSE} \) is 4.8 mV, and this is considered as the minimum value that a microcontroller (μC) can measure in order to use this diagnosis feature.

This condition is shown in Figure 4. The blue line represents the ideal \( k_{ILIS} \) line, while the red lines show the behavior of a typical product.

An external RC filter between IS pin and the μC ADC input pin is recommended to reduce signal ripple and oscillations (a minimum time constant of 1 μs for the RC filter is recommended).

![Figure 4: Current sense ratio in open load at ON condition](image)

A protection event like overtemperature or overload can trigger a protection mechanism. If DEN is set to “high” and a protection event occurs, the value of the internal latch changes from 0 to 1 and, the IS pin provides a current equal to \( I_{IS(FAULT)} \), and the affected device is switched OFF.

The switch can be unlatched using the IN pin or using the DEN pin.

*Figure 5* shows the relation between \( I_{IS} = I_L/k_{ILIS} \), \( I_{IS(SAT)} \) and \( I_{IS(FAULT)} \), considering their possible ranges.
Figure 5  SENSE behavior - overview
1.3.1 Accuracy at low current

To realize a more accurate current sense function, especially at low current load, the output voltage limitation is implemented, monitoring $V_{DS}$.

![Figure 6](attachment:power_mosfetCharacteristicAndCurrentSenseRatioWithOutputVoltageLimitation.png)

**Figure 6** Power MOSFET characteristic and current sense ratio with output voltage limitation

When the output current $I_L$ decreases, while the channel is diagnosed (DEN pin set to “high”) bringing $V_{DS}$, equal or lower than $V_{DS(\text{SLC})}$, the output DMOS gate is partially discharged, due to a circuitry that controls the gate. This increases the output resistance $R_{DS(\text{ON})}$ so that $V_{DS} = V_{DS(\text{SLC})}$, even for very small output currents.

The $V_{DS}$ increase allows the Op-Amp, present in the current sensing circuitry, to work more efficiently, providing better $k_{ILIS}$ accuracy for output current in the low range.

By controlling the voltage drop $V_{DS}$, the negative effect of the Op-Amp offset voltage $V_{\text{offset}}$ is reduced and the sense accuracy is improved at small load currents as shown in **Figure 6**.
1.4 Diagnosis in OFF state

If the diagnosis is enabled (DEN = 'high'), the diagnosis feature can be provided even if the power output stage is in OFF state. This mechanism is possible only measuring the drain-source voltage and compare it with a threshold voltage: condition of missing load, or short circuit to battery can be detected.

![Figure 7](image)

In OFF state a current \( I_{IS(FAULT)} \) can be provided, if a fault condition was detected in the previous ON state, and if the internal latch is “1”. A fault current \( I_{IS(FAULT)} \) will appear by IS pin, regardless of drain-source or output voltage, as long as DEN = 'high'.

If \( V_{DS} \leq V_{DS(OFF)} \), an open load condition will be detected, and only after a waiting time of \( t_{IS(OFF)} \), a sense current \( I_{IS(OFF)} \) will be provided. The \( t_{IS(OFF)} \) is defined as the time between the falling edge of the input pin \( IN \) and the sensing at pin IS for open load in OFF diagnosis. This situation will occur only if the internal latch is “0”, otherwise the IS pin will provide a fault current \( I_{IS(FAULT)} \).

In Figure 7 the relationship between \( I_{IS(OFF)} \) and \( I_{IS(FAULT)} \) as functions of \( V_{DS} \) are shown. It is important to notice that the two currents do not overlap in order to differentiate between open load in OFF and fault condition.

With this, the complete diagnosis state of the device can be detected in OFF state which allows the μC software to be non-time critical reading and diagnosing the sense pin:

- \( I_{IS} \) = “low” nominal condition
- \( I_{IS(OFF)} \) open load or short circuit to \( V_S \) or inverse current (if no \( I_{IS(FAULT)} \) are present)
- \( I_{IS(FAULT)} \) short circuit to GND or overtemperature from previous ON state
2 Error calculation

In this chapter the mathematical procedure for the inaccuracy or error calculation is explained. For the PROFET™+2 12V family the relation between the load current $I_L$ and the sense current $I_{IS}$ is described through the relation:

$$I_{IS} = \frac{1}{k_{ILIS}} \cdot I_L$$

Equation 11

It is possible to compare this relation with the formula for a straight line:

$$y = m \cdot x + b$$

Equation 12

In which $x$ is the independent variable, $y$ is the dependent variable, $m$ is the slope and $b$ is the intercept with the y axis, or offset.

Comparing Equation 11 and Equation 12, it is possible to notice that $I_L$ acts as independent variable, $I_{IS}$ as dependent variable, $k_{ILIS}$ is the slope, and there is no offset, because, assuming the ideal relation, the line will cross the zero-value.

The relationship between the sense current $I_{IS}$ and the load current $I_L$ should be linear with a fixed angular coefficient, as shown in Figure 8 (a). In reality, inaccuracy can occur, in particular a slope (steepness) error and an offset, or combinations of both errors can show up. The slope error (in Figure 8 (b)) is dependent on part-to-part production variation, and its effects are more pronounced at higher load currents.

The sense offset error (in Figure 8 (c)) is caused by an internal amplifier offset voltage. It is strongly dependent on production variation and the operating temperature of the device. The effects of the offset are more pronounced at lower load currents.

Positive offset errors will results in a current at the IS pin, without a load current flowing. Negative offset errors will result in no current at the IS pin (theoretical negative sense current), even though load current is flowing. The sense functionality below a certain load current threshold will be disable. Load currents at this threshold or below will result in no sense current at the IS pin.

Figure 8 Relationship between $I_{IS}$ and $I_L$ in conventional devices

At this point the error measurements can be introduced, in order to value in which limits the $x$ value may vary, assuming a certain $y$ value is read. This procedure is applied only at the case shown in Figure 8 (b), only slope error present, because it is done in the hypothesis that any offset error is present.
The typical straight line is described by the relation:

\[ y = m_{\text{Typ}} \cdot x \]

**Equation 13**

If slope errors are considered, two other lines will be present, defined by the equations:

\[ y = m_{\text{Max}} \cdot x \]

**Equation 14**

\[ y = m_{\text{Min}} \cdot x \]

**Equation 15**

![Graphic representation of minimum and maximum error](image)

**Figure 9** Graphic representation of minimum and maximum error

Assuming that a \( y \)-value is read, all \( x \)-values between \( x_{\text{Min}} \) and \( x_{\text{Max}} \) could be real as shown in **Figure 9**. The difference between \( x \) and \( x_{\text{Min}} \) and \( x \) and \( x_{\text{Max}} \) are defining the minimum and maximum absolute errors:

\[ \text{MinAbsErr} = x_{\text{MIN}} - x = \frac{y}{m_{\text{MAX}}} - x = \left( \frac{m_{\text{Typ}}}{m_{\text{MAX}}} - 1 \right) \cdot x \]

**Equation 16**

\[ \text{MaxAbsErr} = x_{\text{MAX}} - x = \frac{y}{m_{\text{MIN}}} - x = \left( \frac{m_{\text{Typ}}}{m_{\text{MIN}}} - 1 \right) \cdot x \]

**Equation 17**

The minimum absolute error and the maximum absolute error represent the possible \( x \)-spreading, introduced by slope inaccuracy.
Normalizing for the x the minimum absolute error and the maximum absolute error, the minimum relative error and the maximum relative error can be obtained:

\[ \text{MinRelErr} = \frac{x_{\text{MIN}} - x}{x} = \frac{y}{m_{\text{MAX}} \cdot x} - 1 = \frac{m_{\text{TYP}}}{m_{\text{MAX}}} - 1 \]  
**Equation 18**

\[ \text{MaxRelErr} = \frac{x_{\text{MAX}} - x}{x} = \frac{y}{m_{\text{MIN}} \cdot x} - 1 = \frac{m_{\text{TYP}}}{m_{\text{MIN}}} - 1 \]  
**Equation 19**

The minimum relative error and the maximum relative error represent also the possible x-spreading, introduced by slope inaccuracy, but it is weighted for the x itself.

### 2.1 “Default” performance

In the PROFET™+2 12V family datasheet the typical \( k_{\text{ILIS}} \) parameters is specified for a load current range. The maximum and minimum values are also defined fixing the inaccuracy range. These inaccuracies are decreasing with increasing the load current, therefore for low current the inaccuracy range is broader than the high current range.

In **Figure 4**, the behavior of \( I_{\text{IS}} \) curve is shown and it has been already described. In order to simplify this argument the following assumptions will be taken in account:

- At low current (< \( I_{\text{L(OL)}} \)) the relation \( I_{\text{IS}} = I_{\text{L}}/k_{\text{ILIS}} \) is still valid;
- The slope of \( I_{\text{IS}} \) curve can vary from a limiting upper line to a limiting lower line according to \( k_{\text{ILIS}} \) range as defined datasheet.

**Figure 10**  
**Simplified representation for the \( I_{\text{IS}} \) as function of \( I_{\text{L}} \)**

These assumptions are applied and shown in **Figure 10**.

The “Electrical Characteristics: Diagnosis – x mΩ” Table of the datasheet section “Diagnosis Power Output Stage – x mΩ” contains the “default” diagnosis performances for the PROFET™+2 12V family. Focusing on the BTS7004-1EPP, \( k_{\text{ILIS}} \) is specified for load currents from 200 mA up to 15 A.

From the parameters in the datasheet it is possible to derive:
- The typical slop \( m_{\text{TYP}} \) as:
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\[ m_{\text{TYP}} = \frac{1}{k_{\text{ILIS,TYP}}} \]
Equation 20

- The maximum slope \( m_{\text{MAX}} \) as:

\[ m_{\text{MAX}} = \frac{1}{k_{\text{ILIS,MIN}}} \]
Equation 21

- The minimum slope \( m_{\text{MIN}} \) as:

\[ m_{\text{MIN}} = \frac{1}{k_{\text{ILIS,MAX}}} \]
Equation 22

These slope parameters are describing the limiting lower line and the limiting upper line of the measurable load current range.

Applying the PROFET™+2 12V family parameters from Equation 16 to Equation 19 results in the following equations:

\[ \text{MinAbsErr} = \left( \frac{m_{\text{TYP}}}{m_{\text{MAX}}} - 1 \right) \cdot I_L \]
Equation 23

\[ \text{MaxAbsErr} = \left( \frac{m_{\text{TYP}}}{m_{\text{MIN}}} - 1 \right) \cdot I_L \]
Equation 24

\[ \text{MaxRelErr} = \frac{m_{\text{TYP}}}{m_{\text{MIN}}} - 1 \]
Equation 25

\[ \text{MinRelErr} = \frac{m_{\text{TYP}}}{m_{\text{MAX}}} - 1 \]
Equation 26

It is worth noting that the maximum relative error and the minimum relative error, with these assumptions, are depending only on the ratio between the slopes.

In Table 1 the results for the “default” current sense performance are shown for the BTS7004-1EPP, for load current \( I_L \) from 200 mA to 15 A.

In term of accuracy it can be seen that the “default” accuracy reaches at nominal current \( (I_L = 15 \text{ A}) \) 8%, that is the minimum value. Furthermore, the maximum relative error and the minimum relative error are decreasing when increasing the load current, because relative \( k_{\text{ILIS}} \) accuracy improves at “high” current.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-1.32</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It could be interesting to analyze the accuracy across Low Current and Nominal Current range, in particular from I_L = 450 mA to I_L = 6.5 A.

Figure 11  

$k_{\text{ILIS}}$ measurements results across low and nominal current range at different $T_J$ and $V_{\text{bb}}$

In Figure 11 measurement results are shown. These measurements have been conducted at $T_J = 25^\circ\text{C}$ and with a supply voltage $V_s = 13.5 \text{ V}$. The $k_{\text{ILIS}}$ accuracy is still confined in range of accuracy defined in the datasheet.

It could be also interesting to note how the $k_{\text{ILIS}}$ behaves if a current range, above the nominal, is investigated.

Figure 12  

$k_{\text{ILIS}}$ measurements results at high current range
In Figure 12 measurement results are shown. These measurements have been conducted at $T_J = 25^\circ C$, with a supply voltage $V_S = 13.5$ V. This behavior proves the $I_{IS(SAT)}$ behavior shows the accuracy of the sense current up to the saturation level.

2.2 1-Point calibration performance

One option to improve the current sense performance is the 1-Point calibration, obtaining tighter limits of accuracy if compared to the “default” overall sense performance. The 1-Point calibration offers the lowest measurement effort of all possible calibration options.

Figure 13 $k_{ILIS}$ parameter for the BTS7004-1EPP

Figure 13 shows the $k_{ILIS}$ parameter for the BTS7004-1EPP, when the 1-Point calibration is used on three different samples in the range delimited by $I_{L(CAL)_L}$ and $I_{L(CAL)_H}$, the sense accuracy can be tighten from 8% to 4% for definite load currents.

The idea behind the 1-Point calibration in mathematical terms is:

- Fix $x_1$
- Identify the point $(x_1, y_1)$
- Calculate $m$ as:

$$m = \frac{y_1}{x_1}$$

Equation 27

This procedure can be extrapolate from Equation 11, in the hypothesis that the straight line crosses that zero-value, therefore $b = 0$. This situation is shown in Figure 14.

In the real case, 1-Point calibration procedure is based of the following steps:

- Fix $I_L$
- Measure $I_{IS(L)}$
- Calculate $m$ as:

$$m_{CAL} = \frac{I_{IS(L)}}{I_L}$$

Equation 28
To measure current sense at very low current gate back regulation is present. For this reason the problem is split in two parts: low current and nominal current.

Once $m_{CAL}$ is calculated, variation effects should be taken into account. In the datasheet the parameters $\Delta k_{ILIS(OL)}$ (Sense Current Derating with Low Current Calibration) and $\Delta k_{ILIS(NOM)}$ (Sense Current Derating with Nominal Current Calibration) are specified. Measuring the sense current $I_{IS}$ after calibration, it is possible to calculate the load current $I_{L}$ with the accuracy defined by the Sense Current Derating parameters.

In order to quantify the 1-Point calibration accuracy, the calculation of the maximum absolute and minimum absolute error is carried out. Equations from \textit{Equation 23} to \textit{Equation 26} can be used for this purpose if $m_{TYP}$ is replaced with $m_{CAL}$; $m_{MIN}$ and $m_{MAX}$ can be calculated as following:

\begin{equation}
    m_{MIN} = \frac{m_{CAL}}{1 + \max(\Delta k_{ILIS})}
\end{equation}

\textit{Equation 29}

\begin{equation}
    m_{MAX} = \frac{m_{CAL}}{1 - \min(\Delta k_{ILIS})}
\end{equation}

\textit{Equation 30}

Where $\Delta k_{ILIS}$ is intended as $\Delta k_{ILIS(OL)}$ for low current range and $\Delta k_{ILIS(NOM)}$ for nominal current range.

For the BTS7004-1EPP, the considered low current range starts from 50 mA to 450 mA, and the nominal current range goes from 5.5 A to 15 A.

\textit{Figure 15} shows a graphic representation of maximum absolute error and minimum absolute error for low and nominal currents, for the BTS7004-1EPP.
Figure 15 Graphic representation of minimum and maximum error for low and nominal current ranges

Table 2 shows maximum and minimum absolute errors and maximum and minimum relative errors for low current ranges for the BTS7004-1EPP with a calibration current $I_L = 0.2$ A.

Table 3 shows maximum and minimum absolute errors and maximum and minimum relative errors for nominal current ranges for the BTS7004-1EPP with a calibration current $I_L = 10$ A.

It is possible to compare the results from Table 2 and Table 3 with the results showed in Table 1. For both Low Current Range and for Nominal Current Range the calibration 1-Point calibration improves the accuracy compared to the “default” performance.

The same comments done for the “default” performances are valid for the 1-Point calibration performance:
- The minimum value is reached at nominal current ($I_L = 15$ A) 4%
- The maximum relative error and the minimum relative error are decreasing increasing the load current

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-1.50E-02</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1.50E-02</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-6.00E-02</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>6.00E-02</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-1.35E-01</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1.35E-01</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From another point of view, the previous results represent the accuracy which, measuring the sense current $I_{IS}$, it is possible to know the load current $I_L$. After the 1-Point calibration, measuring a sense current $I_{IS}$, it is possible to obtain a load current value with a derating of ±4%.
3 Practical procedure

In this paragraph the calibration techniques previously discussed are presented in terms of practical example.

**Figure 16** Single channel application diagram

In a general application, a microcontroller is used in order to monitor the sense current $I_S$. The μC is able to read voltage through the ADC ports, therefore it measures the voltage $V_S$ across the sense resistor $R_S$, as shown in **Figure 16**.

Note: This is a very simplified example of an application circuit focusing on sense accuracy. The function must be verified in the real application. Further application hints can be found in the datasheet in the paragraph “Application Information”.

The voltage $V_S$ is seen by the ADC input in the microcontroller as:

$$V_S = R_S \cdot I_S$$

**Equation 31**

$$I_L = k_{ILIS,TYP} \cdot I_S = k_{ILIS,TYP} \cdot \frac{V_S}{R_S}$$

**Equation 32**

Where $k_{ILIS,TYP}$ is the typical value for the $k_{ILIS}$ specified in the data sheet for a fixed load current $I_L$. In case of 1-Point calibration, the load current $I_L$ can be calculate as:
Equation 33

Where $k_{ILIS, CAL}$ is calculated as the ratio between the fixed load current $I_L$ and the measured $I_{IS}$.

3.1 "Default" behavior

This procedure is the least expensive in terms of time and manufacturing effort, but it is the least accurate. This option does not require that any value should be stored, instead it needs the knowledge of values as $k_{ILIS}$ specified in the data sheet.

The term “device”, used in the flowchart in Figure 17, refers to the high-side switch tested.

![Figure 17 Manufacturing procedure for the default behavior](image)

After a load is connected, the device can be switched ON, but a time delay of $t_{SIS(DIAG)}$ is needed before the voltage $V_{IS}$ is read by the microcontroller. This time delay is defined as:

$$t_{SIS(DIAG)} \leq 3 \cdot (t_{ON, MAX} + t_{SIS(ON), MAX})$$

Equation 34

Where $t_{ON, MAX}$ is the maximum switch ON time, and $t_{SIS(ON), MAX}$ is the maximum sense settling time with Nominal Load Current Stable.

Using the $k_{ILIS}$ value from the data sheet, after $V_{IS}$ reading, the load current $I_L$ can be calculate using Equation 32.

Comparing then the obtained $I_L$ value with threshold limits, load condition can be determine (e.g. Nominal, Overload, Short circuit to $V_s$, etc.).

3.2 1-Point calibration

1-Point calibration practical test is usually carried out at temperature of 25°C. It is based on the measurement of $V_{IS}(I_L)$, that is the voltage across the sense resistor $R_{SENSE}$, when a load current $I_L$ is previously chosen. Figure 18 shows the procedure for 1-Point calibration.
Figure 18 Manufacturing procedure for 1-Point calibration

After a known load is connected, the device can be switched ON, but a time delay of $t_{\text{IS(DIAG)}}$ is needed to be waited, before the voltage $V_{\text{IS}}$ is read by the microcontroller. The parameter $k_{\text{ILIS,CAL}}$ can be calculated and stored in NVM (non-volatile memory).

The next measurements are going to use this $k_{\text{ILIS,CAL}}$ value in order to calculate $I_L$: the flowchart in Figure 17 can be used, using $k_{\text{ILIS,CAL}}$ instead of $k_{\text{ILIS,TYP}}$.

The obtained $I_L$ value can be compared with the nominal current or with threshold limits, in order to determine load conditions.

Note: The accuracy of the measurement depends on several components of the system, e.g.: sense resistor, AD-converter of microcontroller, known load.
4 Conclusion

The PROFET™+2 12V family provides protection functions and diagnosis. For diagnosis purpose, it provides a sense current signal ($I_{IS}$) at pin IS in order to detect:

- Proportional load current sense
- Open load in ON and OFF state
- Short circuit to ground and battery

A current proportional to the load current (ratio $k_{ILIS} = I_L/I_{IS}$) is provided at pin $I_S$ with a “default” accuracy. The sense current accuracy tolerance/spread widens at lower load currents.

If the default accuracy does not fulfill the application requirements, 1-Point calibration can performed. 1-Point calibration is the easiest calibration technique in terms of manufacturing effort.

With the PROFET™+2 12V, Infineon Technologies offers protected high side switch with very good current measurement accuracy.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
The information contained in this application note is given as a hint for the implementation of the product only and shall in no event be regarded as a description or warranty of a certain functionality, condition or quality of the product. Before implementation of the product, the recipient of this application note must verify any function and other technical information given herein in the real application. Infineon Technologies hereby disclaims any and all warranties and liabilities of any kind (including without limitation warranties of non-infringement of intellectual property rights of any third party) with respect to any and all information given in this application note.

The data contained in this document is exclusively intended for technically trained staff. It is the responsibility of customer’s technical departments to evaluate the suitability of the product for the intended application and the completeness of the product information given in this document with respect to such application.

WARNINGS
Due to technical requirements products may contain dangerous substances. For information on the types in question please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office.

Except as otherwise explicitly approved by Infineon Technologies in a written document signed by authorized representatives of Infineon Technologies, Infineon Technologies’ products may not be used in any applications where a failure of the product or any consequences of the use thereof can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury.